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Stay tuned to our
social media to get

more updates! 

One of the key highlights of our meeting was the
in-depth discussion about the creation of our
innovative chatbot. This chatbot is designed to
revolutionize the way our community interacts with
fashion education, offering personalized
assistance and interactive learning experiences.
The development team presented their progress,
and we engaged in fruitful brainstorming sessions
to refine the chatbot’s features and functionalities.
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We are thrilled to share exciting
updates from our latest transnational

meeting held in the vibrant city of Athens
on April 11-12. 

This meeting was a significant milestone
in our project, bringing together

partners from various countries to
collaborate and share insights.

Chatbot under development



We are also delighted to announce that our
online educational platform is nearing
completion. This platform will serve as a
comprehensive resource for fashion
education, offering a wide range of
information and interactive content.

 Designed to cater to learners of all levels,
the platform aims to provide a seamless
and enriching educational experience.

As we move forward, our immediate next step is
to conduct comprehensive beta testing for both
the chatbot and the online educational
platform. This phase is crucial to ensure that all
features function smoothly and meet the high
standards we have set. We are calling on our
community members to participate in this beta
testing phase. Your feedback will be crucial! 

Online Educational
Platform Near Completion

Follow us here!

@ig.fashion.erasmus

Next steps: Beta Testing
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